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One of the differences between a research paper and a thesis is the purpose as a thesis is a document written in
support of obtaining an academic degree or qualification. For some purposes it may also be more
occupationally relevant. Related Papers. In particular, you will want to keep a record of: the emerging
interpretations, and any changes in these the changing methods, any refinements in them, and any conclusions
you can therefore draw about them the literature you access, and any confirming or disconfirming information
you obtain from it quotes from raw information which capture well the interpretations you are developing. In
these, more attention is often given to the design of the research than to other aspects. Some of the issues
which need addressing in the choice are presented clearly in Lawler, Mohrman, Mohrman, Ledford, and
Cummings , particularly the introductory paper by Lawler. Some of you may not think you know much about
conventional research either. This sacrifices flexibility during a given experiment -- if you change the
procedure in mid-stream you don't know what you are doing to the odds that your results occurred by chance.
Martin presents similar evidence for Australian and English psychologists. If only one person mentions X,
ignore it. Begin to plan how you will collect data. Top pages:. The question or questions are used to help guide
your search for data or articles. However, this is a matter of pragmatics rather than ideology. Deviseways of
testing your interpretation in the next cycle. THE LAST WORD I have found that graduate students like to
have some idea of what goes into a thesis; however, I once again reiterate: The structure described in this
chapter is a flexible guideline that should be adapted to meet the needs of your particular research question.
Start collecting journal articles for your literature review as soon as possible. Justify your methodology
carefully in the eventual thesis. Masters of theatre arts program at supporting the federal ministry of ku and a
step by action research for the belief that is an. For a qualitative study you should use at least two sources.
Move beyond the data. You will be less liable to the criticisms which some action research theses have faced
in the past. So we always start by running the actual method once - even if the Flow has only been partially
completed. All the aforementioned components might not be expected in a research paper. A more elaborate
form is shown in Figure 5. This is commonly called triangulation. This may be one to two paragraphs.


